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**Designer** Eric Olson

**Format** Cross Platform OpenType

**▼ Styles & Weights** 4 weights Roman and 4 weights Italic

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLl MmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvW
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLl MmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuV
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLl MmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtU
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLl MmNnOoPpQqRrSsTt

**▼ Purchase Options**

**Complete Family $179** – All styles and weights

**Pack 1 $99** – Regular & Bold weights with italics

**Pack 2 $99** – Medium & Black weights with italics

**Singles $39** – Single weights
MORE SACRED HARP & SHAPE NOTE SINGING

burn and shoulder

New messages from recent days remain unread

Final 50

The central dogmas find no support in science

Impulse Grinder

STUDIES IN CREDULITY POINT TO ALMOST ANYTHING

FLOUNDER

Property of Frankie Machine and Sparrow

Nimble

Officials to speak near running water only
We’re going on tour, something close to the west coast weather
The first vote was forced today
It’s tough to refrain from slandering them. Restraint, I know

Millions Now Reading Today
Good beard though eh? You should start with a scissors first

WANTED MAN IN CALIFORNIA
No sweat, you’re covered. I’m sweaty though, no AC today

ONE ARMED SCISSOR OK
Notice of Sales Tax Delinquency. For the snow monkey bender?

Pattern Against 32510 Users
The hightops and sweats were bangin’ though! Ok, not really

Hollow Are The Bones Of Lonely
The faux erudite historical observations are a distraction

Reading One Thousand Faces
Show your source. That’s what I thought. You don’t have one

That takes the weight of 95
Easy killer, the edge hasn’t gone dull. Great, that means nothing
Infect activities which ought to be purely creative. A man who has made some valuable
discovery may be filled with jealousy of a rival discoverer. If one man has found a cure for
cancer and another has found a cure for consumption, one of them may be delighted if
the other man’s discovery turns out a mistake, instead of instead of desiring knowledge

Impulses the smallest. It is not one ideal for all men, but a separate ideal for each
separate man, that has to be realized if possible. Every man has it in his being to
develop into something good or bad: there is a best possible for him, and a worst
possible. His circumstances will determine whether his capacities for good are

To begin with, we do not want all men to be alike. We do not want to lay down a set
pattern or type to which men of all sorts are to be made by some means or another
to approximate. This is the ideal of the impatient administrator. A bad teacher
will aim at imposing his opinion, and turning out a set of pupils all of whom will

Political ideals must be based upon ideals for the individual life. The aim of
politics should be to make the lives of individuals as good as possible. There
is nothing for the politician to consider outside and or above the various men,
women, and children who compose the world. The new problem of politics is

Shortly after moving to California the idea was to
get work by building houses for the new post war
environment. Ironically enough, he openly detested
the climate, environment and the clientele. None the
less, he took advantage of the new spirit that was
flowering and set to work on several structures that
went mostly unnoticed. Forget wildfires and earth-
quakes, the sweeping ceilings blend shamelessly
into the hills and refract sparkling patterns of light
at all waking hours. Spending more then a few days
is essential to understanding the experience of the
structure and site as each one is more special than
the next. Today, the owner has restored the hexago-
nal series of beams and curtain walls of glass. The
engineering is central to the form and is actually the
central theme to most of his structures.
Maple Specifications

OpenType Features

fffiflfffifl Ligatures

LIGATURES

Calibri

← TO CAP → ← lowercase →

ARROWS (FOUND AS ORNAMENTS)

Language Coverage

The Maple Extended Latin Character set supports:

Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bokmål, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gaelic (Manx), Gaelic (Scottish), Gagauz (Latin), Galician, German, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Irish Gaelic, Italian, Karelian, Ladin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxemburgish, Maltese, Moldavian (Latin), Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto-Romanic, Romanian, Sami, Serbian (Latin), Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish and Welsh.

Supported Encodings

Maple OpenType fonts are Unicode encoded and support:

Western European (1252 Latin 1), Eastern European (1250 Latin 2).

Baltic (1257) and Turkish (1254)

Characters

397 characters per weight

Weights

Regular, Medium, Bold and Black with italics for each

Font Files

8 OpenType (.otf) font files in complete family

Original Release

July 2005

Available

www.processtypefoundry.com